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Drytech(Guangzhou) Technology Co., Ltd is a 
professional manufacturer focus on development 
and production of heat pump dryers. The factory 
has nearly 3000 square meters, has first-class 
production workshop, production equipment, and 
advanced simulated climate testing laboratory. It's 
one of the largest production base of heat pump 
dryers in China. 



Since its inception, Drytech introduced 
advanced heat pump production and 
management technology, produced heat pump 
dryers with excellent quality and superior 
performance. 
Based on many years' experience, the company 
has won many patents and honor, its product 
have passed the CCC, ISO, and CE certificates. 
Drytech always insist on "Credibility first & 
Customer first" principle, provided professional 
solutions and good after-sales service to create 
premium service experience for customers. 
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What is heat pump dryer 
Heat Pump Dryer is an energy-saving and environment-friendly drying equipment, it works based on reverse Carnot cycle, 
which has high heating efficient to save energy. 
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Working principle 
Heat pump dryer absorbs heat from ambient air, then the compressor make it to high temperature and high pressure 
gas. The high temperature and high humidity resistant internal circulating fans transfer the heat from condenser to 
drying room, and forming a circulating hot air in drying room to evaporate the moisture from raw materials, the water 
vapor is discharged by moisture exhaust system. 
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Components 
Heat pump drying machine is main consisted of heat pump dryer, drying room, fans, trolleys, trays, and so on. 
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Features 
❖Environmental protection » 
Use environmentally friendly R134a refrigerant, no discharge of poisonous gas, low noise. 
 

❖Intelligent control temperature and humidity » 
PLC+Touch screen, running stable, operating easily. Have sensors to track temperature and humidity conditions, have 10 
periods to set different temperature and time, the middle and low temperature drying can reduce the loss of nutrients 
and physical damage risk, so the quality of material dried with heat pump dryer is better. 
 

❖High efficiency » 
Adopt multi-stage heat recovery units, which discharges moisture and reuse waste heat at the same time, reducing heat 
loss caused by exhausting moisture, save energy more than 40%. 
 

❖Lower operating cost » 
Heat Pump Dryer allows unattended operation, the operation cost and labor cost are lower than traditional drying 
equipment. 

Usually there has three working mode: 
H-Dry: Heating Drying 
HDry+Mois: Heating Drying + Discharge Mositure 
C-Dry: Cooling Drying 

Touch screen 
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Application 
So far, Drytech's heat pump dryer has been widely used for drying fruits, vegetables, herbs, seafoods, meat, noodles, 
incense, wood, sludge and some industrial materials, etc. 
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Drytech product series 
At present, Drytech has horizontal blowing series and top blowing series. We provide open-loop or close-loop dryers for 
warm regions, and close-loop dryers for cold regions. 
 

 Horizontal blowing heat pump dyer 

Top blowing heat pump dyer 
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Horizontal blowing series 
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DT***H series: one dryer DT***HD series: double dryers 
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Among horizontal blowing series, DT100H and DT300H Integrated machine are assembled and tested 
before delivery, they can be used directly after receive it. 

☛ 

☛ 

DT100H 
DT300H 

Integrated 
machine 

About bigger machines, dryers are finished and tested before delivery, we provide installation video, 
drawing and online service to support customers assemble drying room. Below are packages for shipping: 
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3D drawing of horizontal blowing machines   
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Project of horizontal blowing machines   
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Top blowing series 
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3D drawing of top blowing machines   
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Close loop series 
We provide close loop drying machine for cold regions, which drying room's temperature not influenced by environment 
cold air. For warm regions, if need dry material with low temperature, close loop dryer will be a good choice. 
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Close loop heat pump dyer 

Project of close loop drying machine 
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Cases 

Projects 
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Projects 
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Projects 
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Projects 
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Projects 
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Projects 
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Projects 
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Customers visit Drytech 
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Shipment 
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Shipment 


